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ABSTRACT
Human-computer interaction (HCI) is all over in our daily lives and is usually
achieved using a physical controller such as a mouse, keyboard or touch screen, this hinders
the natural user experience as it creates a barrier between the user and the computer as well as
it is very expensive and distracting A lot of space on the desk, there are few hand tracking
systems available in the market, but they are complex and expensive, we present here the
development of a manual tracking system without tags and gesture recognition using low cost
devices The proposed system is a simple yet effective method that allows quick manual
tracking despite the background Complex, as this system removes motion blur and can detect
gestures such as clicking and hand tracking, and the detected gestures are converted into
specific functional inputs such as clicking and mouse movement to control other applications.
A voice module is integrated to receive and carry out voice commands from the user,
allowing an intuitive HCI interface and interactive gaming.
Index terms: Human-computer interaction (HCI), RGB, YCrCb, light-emitting diodes.

INTRODUCTION
Computer technologies have grown in large scale over the past 50 years, and as
technologies have advanced further, current HCI technologies have become narrowing. The
most common mode of HCI is keyboard and mouse. These devices have become familiar, but
less natural and intuitive, besides, with the presence of normal controllers, there is a barrier
between the user and the computer, and therefore a new type of HCI is needed in the market
for users to have a better experience while interacting with the computer. The system
presented also uses a simple camera that recognizes hand and voice gestures and translates
them into system inputs. This is a tag less system and therefore more users friendly. The audio
portion converts the users' spoken commands into text and executes them on the computer.
Voice assistants are programs that help you facilitate your daily tasks, such as viewing
a weather report, creating reminders, creating shopping lists etc. They can take commands via
text messages (online chatbots) or by voice. Voice-based intelligent assistants need a recall
word or an alert word to activate the listener, followed by the command. We have a lot of
virtual assistants, like Siri from Apple.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Three modules provided are as follows, camera module, detection module and
interface module. The camera module captures and processes the image to facilitate manual
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detection, and the detection module detects hands in the image and recognizes the gesture.
The interface unit converts these gestures into computer inputs.
Camera Module: Here a simple USB webcam is used for image acquisition. The
received frames are then scrolled further to subtract the background. The image is converted
from RGB to YCrCb and then thresholding is applied to this for a given range to remove the
background. Then, Haar-like features are applied to the image to detect the face. The
discovered face is then removed because the face color is similar to that of our hand and can
be misunderstood as the hand in further steps. Sometimes the face may not be detected
because it may appear to be away from the camera and only one connected contour will be
detected.
Detection module: Here first unwanted small lines are removed and then contour
extraction and polygon approximation are applied to extract the desired contour and to make
this contour more suitable for shape analysis. Then, the center of the palm can be found by
finding the point farthest from the circumference of the contour.
Interface module: Using a timer, the system can detect various dynamic gestures such
as pinch to zoom. These recognized gestures are passed as input to the system using APIs.
The goal is to present the creation of a natural human-computer interaction. Interactive
computer games improve whether the computer can understand the player's hand gestures.

EXISTING SYSTEM
It is well known that there are different types of physical computer mouse in modern
technology, below discusses the types and differences about physical mouse.
The mechanical mouse is known as the trackball mouse that was popular in the 1990s, and the
ball inside the mouse is supported by two rotating rollers in order to detect the movement of
the ball itself. One cylinder detects forward/backward movement while the other detects
left/right movement. The balls inside the mouse are made of steel and covered with a layer of
hard rubber, so that the detection is more accurate.
Optical and laser mouse is a commonly used mouse these days, optical mouse
movements rely on light-emitting diodes (LEDs) to detect movements related to the
underlying surface, while a laser mouse is an optical mouse that uses coherent laser lights.
Compared to its predecessor, the mechanical mouse, the optical mouse no longer relies on
pulleys to determine its movement, but instead uses an imaging array of photodiodes. The
purpose of implementing this is to eliminate the degradation limitations that plagued the
current predecessor, giving it more durability while providing better accuracy and precision.
However, there are still some downsides, although the optical mouse works on most diffuse
opaque surfaces, it is unable to detect movements on the polished surface.
Google Assistant was an extension of Google Now, and it was designed to be
personal while extending existing Google "OK Google" voice controls. Originally, Google
Now intelligently pulled relevant information for you. He knows where you work, your
meetings and travel plans, which sports teams you like, and what interests you so he can
provide the information that matters to you. Google killed Google Now a long time ago, but
the Assistant lives in the same space, integrating these personal items with a wide range of
voice control. Google Assistant supports both text or voice input and will follow the
conversation whichever input method you use.

PROPOSED SYSTEM
Existing systems use portable devices such as a mouse, keyboard, or joystick to
interact with the computer system. This hinders the normal interaction between the user and
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the computer. Existing systems also include hand gesture recognition but they are only used
to recognize simple app-specific
specific hand gestures which are not very popular and rarely used.
The system developed here uses a simple camera available on any laptop or may
require a simple, cheap and readily available
available USB webcam. This system easily recognizes the
hand in the image and cuts it without using a depth detection camera. This system recognizes
hand gestures, such as touching and moving the hand in a specific direction that you use to
control your virtual
ual keyboard and mouse.
This voice assistant can perform operations like google search, find location on
google maps, navigate files, current date and time, copy and paste and turn on gesture
recognition. Virtual mouse can perform all operations like original
original mouse and control
brightness and volume options..
options.
Algorithm:
1) Deep learning object detection: A model is used to give the exact bounding box of the
hand in the image.
2) Skin Color Threshold: This converts the skin color portion of the bounding box ccontaining
the hand to white and the remainder to black.
3) Contour extraction and polygon approximation: Helps in find the maximum contour area
which is the hand.
4) Extraction of convex and convex hull defects: It helps to find the fingertips in the image.
5) Simple distance and angle formulas are used to find the click event and the direction of the
hand in which it is moving.
6) The PyAutoGUI library is used to give system commands.
7) The speech recognition library is used to convert voice to speech.
Block Diagram:

Fig 1:Block Diagram

Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the proposed system.Object detection module: A
pre-trained TensorFlow object detection model on a manual dataset is used here. This model
takes the picture from the webcam and detects the hand in the picture. The form returns the
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coordinates of the frame where the hand is located. A black image is formed in which the
frame containing the hand is colored. Skin tone threshold: Skin tone determination is
performed as the hand is separated from the remaining background.
Contour extraction: The largest contour of the image is found which is the area of the hand.
The Centroid formula is used to get the centroid of the hand.
Finger search: Convex structure defects and convex defects are used to find fingertips and
joints in the picture Event Detection: Simple distance and angle formulas are then applied to
find the click event and the direction in which the hand moves to control the movement of the
mouse. A virtual keyboard that is controlled by the click event is also displayed.
Speech-to-text conversion: In the audio portion, a speech-to-text library is used to convert the
user's spoken commands into text. Command Check: The received text is then parsed to
perform a specific task.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, it is not surprising that a physical mouse has been replaced by a nonphysical virtual mouse in human-computer interactions (HCI), where all mouse movements
can be quickly performed from your fingers everywhere and at any time without any
environmental constraints A system developed for gesture recognition and hand tracking
Without HCI tags. Users can interact with computer applications with hand gestures instead
of relying on a mouse and keyboard. Therefore, it is more natural and intuitive. The solution
presented here is intuitive and simple. It can be easily calibrated to adapt to any skin tone and
work with almost any type of background. You can track your hand in real time and can
recognize simple hand gestures like a tap. For a more intuitive and simple experience, a voice
pane has also been integrated that accepts voice commands and converts them into system
commands.

FUTURE SCOPE
This system can be further improved by using the r-cnn mask model that completely
splits the hand from the image without using a color threshold, but is more expensive than
computation. This system can be combined with a gesture detection model to detect complex
gestures that will aid in controlling games. The NLP model can be combined with the voice
part to make it a fully functional conversational robot that can also help control the entire
system. This system can be extended to android \ IOS devices where it can be used to control
games. There are many features and improvements required to make the software more userfriendly, accurate and flexible in different environments.
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